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\section*{ABSTRACT}

To more effectively expand transit service coverage through promoting bicycling, a practical approach is presented in the paper for estimating the coverage of transit service accessible by non-motorized modes (i.e. walking and bicycling). The non-motorized accessibility to transit is determined by the connectivity and facilities of non-motorized network. Using the data from 2009 to 2010 GPS-based Household Travel Survey in the Cincinnati metropolitan area, the study examines distance thresholds of such non-motorized transit access trips and identifies the spatial boundary and geographic area of transit catchment areas in the Geographic Information System environment. Results suggest that bicycle enables people to access the transit service. The bicycle-transit catchment area is estimated as 1.7 and 2.3 times of the size of pedestrian-transit catchment area at home and activity ends respectively. As a result, more households and employment can reach the transit service via bicycling than walking (52.45\% vs. 36.72\% for households and 47.82\%. vs. 33.07\% for employment in the study area). Suburbs, where near half of population and employment situate, are comparatively underserved. Especially, only 27.14\% % of the disadvantaged population in suburbs, can access transit by walking, but the percent is increased to 50.96\% if using a bicycle. Besides the distance threshold, the non-motorized accessibility to transit is found to be a significant factor determining transit catchment areas. The transit service area can be expanded if a safer and more comfortable bicycling environment is available. Those findings can also be further used as references in the transit-oriented development planning.

\section{1. Introduction}

Transit has been widely viewed as a sustainable means for reducing congestion, saving the use of public space, alleviating environmental issues caused by automobiles, and providing an affordable transportation to public, especially disadvantaged groups (e.g., low-income households). Determining transit service coverage is essential in predicting potential transit ridership and assessing impacts of transit investments in transit planning. A transit service coverage area, or called as transit catchment area, is commonly measured as the vicinity of a transit stop or station (Andersen and Landex, 2008). One challenge of this estimation lies in the determination of spatial boundaries of transit catchment areas, which is related to the first and last mile problem.

Usually, as most of transit riders are pedestrians or bicyclists at the beginning or end of their transit trips (Bhat et al., 2005), a transit catchment area is conventionally determined by willingness distance or distance threshold to walk (Mistretta et al., 2009). Many research efforts have been spared on the walking distance to transit (El-Geneidy et al., 2014; Foda and Osman, 2010; Kim et al., 2005; Murray and Davis, 2001; Peng et al., 1997). Intuitively, connecting bicycle and transit can effectively expand the transit catchment areas by permitting transit to be accessible from further distances due to bicycle’s speed advantage over walking to better address the first and last mile gap. However, comparably detailed findings of bicycling distance are much fewer for bicycle-transit catchment areas (Kittelson and Associates et al., 2013; Krizek et al., 2011). Empirical studies of the extent to which transit service areas are extended by bicycle connections compared with walking are still few in number. On the other hand, besides...
the distance threshold, the accessibility of non-motorized network is crucial to the geographical scope of transit catchment areas. It’s been suggested that a well-designed pedestrian and bicycle network ensures good accessibility to public transit (Dill and Carr, 2003; Furth, 2012; Moudon et al., 2005; Wei et al., 2013). Different roadway facilities would encourage or discourage the distance that a cyclist would be willing to travel. For instance, bicyclists are found to be willing to travel 22% further on a bicycle boulevard than on a route with a bike lane (Broach et al., 2009). Yet impacts of those facilities on non-motorized accessibility to transit and the geographical scope of transit catchment areas still remain unclear.

The walking or bicycling distance to transit is usually calculated with self-reported distance (Flamm and Rivasplata, 2014; Lee et al., 2016) or algorithm-estimated distance using recorded locations and street network (El-Geneidy et al., 2014; Flamm and Rivasplata, 2014). However, neither way provides actual distance accessing the transit service. To address this issue, a solution is recommended with the application of Global Position System (GPS) or GPS-enabled devices (e.g. smartphones) in collecting travel information. The recorded GPS information, including trajectory, speed, and time stamps, can be used to examine routes taken and distance traveled et al.

Based on the discussion above, three questions are raised in the study:

- What is the distance threshold that people are willing to walk and bike to access the transit system?
- How would facilities affect non-motorized accessibility to transit and the geographical scope of transit catchment areas?
- To what extend transit service areas can be expanded if bicycle is used as the access mode to transit compared with walking?

To answer these questions, the paper examines analytical features, including travel distance and durations, of walking and bicycling trips to access transit service (termed as non-motorized transit access trips in this paper) using the data obtained from 2009 to 2010 GPS-based Household Travel Survey (HTS) in the Cincinnati metropolitan area. Distance thresholds of non-motorized access trips are then identified using the 85th percentile length. With the analysis results, a method of measuring transit service coverage with the walking and bicycling accessibility in the Geographic Information System (GIS) environment is presented. The transit service coverage is measured by the number of households and employment within transit catchment areas. Spatial boundaries of pedestrian-transit and bicycle-transit catchment areas are determined based on identified distance thresholds and non-motorized accessibility to transit. The connectivity and quality of non-motorized network are adopted in the calculation of non-motorized accessibility to transit. With those efforts, the proposed questions can be answered. In the end of the paper, we further discuss implications of the results into transportation planning process.

2. Literature review

The identification of transit service areas typically uses routes (Peng et al., 1997; Polzin et al., 2002) or stops (El-Geneidy et al., 2014; Foda and Osman, 2010; Zhao et al., 2003) as the reference of measurement. An empirical study conducted by Horner and Murray (2004) suggested that stops are more appropriate basis than routes for estimating coverage, because stops are the actual locations where passengers access the transit system. A commonly recommended walking distance to access either a stop or line in transit planning is 0.25 mile (or 400 m) (Kim et al., 2005; Kittelson and Associates et al., 2013; Murray and Davis, 2001). Meanwhile, there is a substantial body of research devoted to refining the recommend value. Rietveld (2000) summarized that most walking distances are up to about 1.2 km at home ends and 2.2 km at activity ends in Netherlands. Guerra et al. (2012) have concluded findings concerning pedestrian-transit catchments areas in 29 studies and suggested the use of a 0.25-mile catchment area around transit for jobs and a 0.5-mile catchment area for residences. Welch and Mishra (2013) defined a half-mile catchment around each housing unit. Using a detailed Origin-Destination (OD) survey information in Montreal, Canada, El-Geneidy et al. (2014) found that the 85th percentile walking distance to transit service is around 0.5 km for home-based bus trip origins and 1.3 km for home-based commuter rail trip origins. Similar literature on the bicycling distance to transit is much less. Rietveld (2000) found that biking is dominant to access transit between 1.2 and 3.7 km at residential areas in the Netherlands. With on-board travel surveys in three U.S. metropolitan areas, Hochmair (2015) concluded that median bicycle access distances to transit stations are within 1 mile for community hubs and 2 miles for gateway hubs. By surveys conducted in Philadelphia and San Francisco, the average bicycling distances estimated by transit travelers and calculated using Google Maps are 3.08 miles and 2.62 miles, respectively (Flamm and Rivasplata, 2014). Lee et al. (2016) estimated that the access distances in Seoul metropolitan and Daejeon metropolitan areas, Korea are 1.96 km and 2.13 km for home-to-station and station-to-work trips, accordingly.

Most of previous studies examining transit catchment area are based on data collected from traditional travel surveys, such as questionnaire-based interviews (El-Geneidy et al., 2014; Flamm and Rivasplata, 2014; Lee et al., 2016) and travel OD surveys (Rietveld, 2000b). Traditional travel surveys cannot record the actual walking or bicycling distance to access transit. The access distance is commonly obtained from self-reported distance or distance calculated from an algorithm-identified route (such as, the shortest route) with a reported origin/destination and stop location. For example, the access distance was estimated from one’s origin to the closest stop using street network and transit stop locations (El-Geneidy et al., 2014; Hochmair, 2015). Google Maps was used to calculate distances based on identified routes by algorithms from recorded ODs in Flamm and Rivasplata’s (2014) study. In Crowley et al.’s (2009) study, access distances to bus and streetcar lines were based on estimated straight-line distances to the specified line. However, those estimations don’t provide actual stops and distance traveled. This problem can be solved by using GPS travel data that contains detailed travel trajectories. The travel distance and duration of each trip are calculated by projecting GPS points onto road network in the GIS environment. GPS trajectories can be used to examine locations visited (Thierry et al., 2013), identify routes taken (Duncan and Mummery, 2007; Hood et al., 2011), and quantify non-motorized trips (Cho et al., 2011; Rodriguez et al., 2012).

In the estimation of transit catchment areas, some studies delineate geographic areas of transit service coverage based on as-the-crow-flies distance (Kim et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2016; Murray and Davis, 2001; Welch and Mishra, 2013), while others use network distance computed using the street network to reach a transit feature (El-Geneidy et al., 2014; Horner and Murray, 2004; Zhao et al., 2003). The approach using as-the-crow-flies distance to estimate coverage areas, rather than examining the actual street network, is problematic and overestimates coverage areas (Cervero, 2005; Krizek et al., 2011).

Transit is more affordable than private vehicles and it offers great mobility and connectivity benefits for disadvantaged groups. Studies on travel behaviors of disadvantaged groups have indicated that those population rely more significantly on transit than others. For example, Dodson et al. (2010) stated that retired elders and students in secondary and tertiary education have around a quarter their trips made by transit, which is much higher than the average transit share (4.3%) in Gold Coast City, Queensland, Australia. From the 2001 and 2009 U.S. National Household Travel Survey (NHTS), Mattson (2012) found that people from lower-income households are more likely to use public transportation, as are people with medical conditions. A study in Huzhou, China by Cheng et al. (2013) indicated that the predominant motorized mode of low-income people is bus, while it is private cars for the non-low-income. Improving transit service coverage for disadvantaged groups is important to improve their mobility level.
Therefore, disadvantaged groups need particular attention regarding improvements in transit service coverage.

3. Method and data

A common practice in transit planning is to assume that people and jobs are served by transit if they are within a surrounding area where a transit stop is accessible by walking or bicycling. The estimation of transit service coverage involves two procedures: (1) identifying the service coverage area that is accessible by pedestrians and bicyclists and (2) estimating the population and jobs within the service area.

3.1. Data

3.1.1. Study area and GPS-based household travel survey

The Cincinnati metropolitan area is targeted as the study area, which includes counties in the U.S. states of Ohio, Kentucky, and Indiana around the Ohio city of Cincinnati. Traffic analysis zones (TAZs), which is used as the analysis geographic unit, are classified by area type including central business district (CBD), urban, suburban, and rural. The study area boundary and TAZs are shown in Fig. 1. Meanwhile, in the figure, the existing transit stops, bike paths and lanes, and roadways are illustrated as well. There are around 80 bus routes and over 7800 bus stops serving the area. The total length of bike amenities is about 189 miles. Bicycling in the area rely heavily on the general road network. Bike paths and lanes link up to some extent, but it’s not a dense bicycle network with complete routes approaching transit service in most cases.

The 2009–2010 Cincinnati GPS-based HTS is adopted as the data source for examining non-motorized transit access trips. This survey was conducted by the Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT) Research Division in cooperation with the Ohio-Kentucky-Indiana (OKI) Council of Governments. In the survey, GPS data loggers were equipped to all members of a recruited household over 12 years of age for a three-day recording period (Wargelin et al., 2012). A total of 2059 households, sampled across the area provided fully completed GPS data. The data was collected on a second-by-second basis, and 77,209 trips in all modes of travel, including auto, bus, bicycle, walk, and others, were recorded.

3.1.2. Non-motorized transit access trips

There are 1330 trips identified as non-motorized transit access trips, in which 84% are walking trips and only 16% are bicycle trips. Analytical features, including the distribution and average length, of these non-motorized transit access trips by different area type, per capita household vehicle ownership, and per capita household income are further investigated. Results are presented as follows.

(a) Trip distribution and average trip length by area type

Fig. 2 shows the distribution and average distance of non-motorized trips by area type. Over half of those non-motorized transit access trips, i.e. 56% of walking trips and 61% of bicycling trips, are undertaken in the suburban area. About 32% of walking trips and 30% of bicycling trips take place in the urban area. The trip percentage in the rural area is 12% and 8% for walking and bicycling trips. Only a very small portion (< 1%) of trips take place in CBD for both modes. Fig. 2(c) and (d) show the average trip length of transit access trips in different areas by walking and bicycling correspondingly. The average trip length inclines as the area type varies from CBD to rural. Following this trend, we conclude that the more scattered population and employment in an area are, the longer distance people would have to travel to access...
transit.

(b) Trip distribution and average trip length by per capita household vehicle ownership

To examine the impact of household vehicle ownership on non-motorized transit access trips, households are classified into four categories according to the per capita average household vehicle ownership, i.e. $< 0.33$, $\geq 0.33$ and $< 0.5$, $\geq 0.5$ and $< 1$, and $\geq 1$. The per capita average household vehicle ownership is calculated as the total number of household vehicles divided by the number of persons in a household. For instance, a household in the category $< 0.33$ means that on average a vehicle is shared by three persons in the household. Fig. 3 shows the distribution and average distance of non-motorized trips by per capita average household vehicle ownership. The percentages shown in Fig. 3 suggest that families with more household members and less vehicles tend to use transit more frequently. People from those households tend to travel further to access transit, because limited number of vehicles is available to them in their households.

(c) Trip distribution and average trip length by per capita household income

In the GPS-based HTS, household income is categorized into less than $25,000, $25,000 to $49,999, $50,000 to $74,999, and $75,000 or above. The per capital household income is computed by dividing the total household income by the number of persons in a household. The per capital household income is classified into four categories: less than $25,000, $25,000 to $49,999, $50,000 to $74,999, and $75,000 or above. The per capital household income is computed by dividing the total household income by the number of persons in a household. The per capital household income is classified into four categories: less than

Fig. 2. Non-motorized transit access trip distribution and average length by area type.

Fig. 3. Non-motorized transit access trip distribution and average length by per capita household vehicle ownership.
$10,000 ([$0, 10 k]), $10,000 to $24,999 ([$10 k, 25 k]), $25,000 to $49,999 ([$25 k, 50 k]), and $ 500,000 above (≥ $50 k). Fig. 4 presents the results of non-motorized transit access trip distribution and average distance by the per capita household income. It is noticed that people with lower per capita household income use transit system more often. Moreover, they travel longer distance to transit compared to other income groups. As transit provides a more affordable mobility choice to public, low-income population would be more likely to take the transit even if they have to walk or bicycle further to a transit stop.

### 3.1.3. Distance thresholds

The 85th percentile distance is applied as threshold that people are willing to walk or bicycle to reach the transit service (El-Geneidy et al., 2014). The statistical features of non-motorized transit access trip length at home and activity (or non-home) ends are enlisted in Table 1. The 85th percentile walking distances are 0.59 mile and 0.34 mile at home and activity ends respectively; the 85th percentile bicycling distances are 1.59 and 1.44 accordingly at home and activity ends. The results suggest that 1) transit users are willing to walk or bicycle further at home ends than at activity ends and 2) bicycle enables people from further areas to access the transit service. The 85th walking distances at both home and activity ends are larger than the commonly used 0.25-mile walking distance in practice (Kittelson and Associates et al., 2013). It is worth mentioning that the result shown in Table 1 is based on the 2009–2010 GPS-based HTS data in Cincinnati area, Ohio. Dolati (2014) used the NHTS, which was collected nationwide in 2009 by the Federal Highway Administration to find out the average bicycling distance is 2.61 miles, much larger than the result in Table 1. The NHTS datasets include the data from an interview-based survey started in 2001 and combined data from both Nationwide Personal Travel Survey and the American Travel Survey (Dolati, 2014; Edwards et al., 2012). However, no associations between the bicycling distance and transit line or stops are addressed in Dolati’s study. The Mobike bike-sharing big data shows that shared bicycles have apparently become the major first and last mile bridge by extending the 800-m (half-mile) walking distance in the transit-oriented planning to 2–3 km (1.24–1.86 mile) for a 10-min access service circle to transit stops (Fang, 2017). This result is very consistent with the Cincinnati’s HTS findings.

The distribution of walking and bicycling distances to access transit is illustrated in Fig. 5(a) and (b). As the access distance increases, the number of walking and bicycling trips declines. This trend affirms the sensitivity of residents to distance accessing transit service. At home ends, walking is the most important access mode for distances up to about 0.75 mile; biking is dominant between 0.75 and 3.00 miles. At activity ends, walking is dominant up to about 0.5 mile, and bicycling is the dominant mode for further distances. The findings can effectively help planners determine the potential ridership for those transit users who are willing and able to bicycle on the origin/destination/both ends of their trips.

Table 2 illustrates the results of walking and bicycling durations to access transit. The average duration of bicycle trips is less than that of walking trips at home ends. At home ends, 85% of all walking trips are traveling within 11.71 min, and the 85th percentile cycling duration is 13.94 min; while at activity ends, the 85th duration of walking and bicycling trips are 9.99 min and 11.10 min accordingly. With the travel distance and duration, average walking and cycling speeds are calculated as 3.1 mile/h and 9.7 mile/h accordingly. Due to the speed advantage of bicycling over walking, riding a bicycle to transit stops can make the first and last miles easier and less costly in terms of travel time. Connecting bicycle with transit could allow transit services to be accessible from more distant areas.

### 3.2. Identifying transit catchment area

#### 3.2.1. Non-motorized accessibility to transit

The non-motorized accessibility to transit is largely determined by the connectivity and facilities of non-motorized network. Roadways

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistical features of non-motorized trip length (mile)</th>
<th>Home ends</th>
<th>Activity ends</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>Bicycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85th</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>2.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
without any curb, shoulder, and sidewalk are among the most hostile to pedestrians (Evans et al., 1997). All local streets with a speed limit of 20 mile/h or higher but with sidewalks are accessible for pedestrian, except for limited-access roads, such as freeways (Tal and Handy, 2012). Bicyclists prefer to travel on a safer environment, and they have a strong preference for on-street bicycle facilities (Royal and Miller-Steiger, 2008). While on auto-dependent road networks where no or only a few on-street bicycle facilities are available, bicyclists can share routes with automobile users. Different roadway facilities may discourage the distance that a cyclist would be willing to travel (Broach et al., 2009). The effective length, developed by McNeil (2011), is introduced to represent the distance that an average cyclist would be willing to travel on a certain type of road segment. The effective length is produced by actual length divided by the distance threshold multiplier, which is calculated by Eq. (1).

\[
L_{ei} = \frac{L_i}{\delta_X}
\]  

where,

\(L_{ei}\) is the effective length of road segment \(i\);
\(L_i\) is the actual length of road segment \(i\);
\(\delta_X\) is the distance threshold multiplier of road segment \(i\), and the value for \(\delta_X\) is determined by road type: 1.00 for bike lanes, 1.22 for bicycle boulevards, 1.35 for bike paths, 1.00 for local streets, 0.82 for minor arterials, 0.42 for major arterials, 0.14 for highways, and not accessible for freeways.

### 3.2.2. Catchment area

A transit catchment area is measured as the area within a spatial boundary that transit service can be accessed by bicycle or walking. This spatial boundary is determined by the distance threshold and non-motorized accessibility. The network distance approach is used in the paper to estimate catchment areas as it is capable of reflecting the configuration, connectivity, and quality of non-motorized network.

Transit catchment areas are identified using the network analysis operation in GIS by constructing lines of equal network distance around each transit stop. In the operation, accessible paths to transit stops are searched, and the effective distance is calculated instead of actual network distance when calculating accessible routes. Using GPS trajectories, the travel distance of non-motorized transit access trips is calculated by projecting GPS points onto road network in the GIS environment.

### 3.3. Estimating population and employment under transit service coverage

Once catchment areas are identified, the number of population and employment served by transit service can be further determined by using the social-demographic data. Using the GIS functions, the population is calculated by overlaying the catchment area on the geographic analysis polygons with social-demographic data. TAZs are adopted as geographic analysis polygons in the paper. The population \((P_s)\) and employment \((E_s)\) served by a transit stop \(s\) are equal to the sum of the population and employment in each of the intersecting areas accordingly. Calculations are given as Eqs. (2) and (3).

\[
P_s = \sum_j P_{sj}
\]  

\[
E_s = \sum_j E_{sj}
\]

where,

\(P_{sj}\) is the population in the intersecting area \(j\) that is near transit stop \(s\);
\(E_{sj}\) is the employment in the intersecting area \(j\) that is near transit stop \(s\);
\(j\) is the analysis zone intersecting either fully or partially with the catchment area of transit stop \(s\).

A commonly known area ratio approach is used to estimate \(P_{sj}\) and \(E_{sj}\). This approach is represented as Eqs. (4) and (5) (Bhat et al., 2005).

\[
P_{sj} = \frac{P_j A_{sj}}{A_j}
\]  

\[
E_{sj} = \frac{E_j A_{sj}}{A_j}
\]

where,

\(A_{sj}\) is the area of intersection between the catchment area of stop \(s\) and zone \(j\);
\(A_j\) is the area of zone \(j\);
\(P_j\) is the population of zone \(j\);
\(E_j\) is the employment of zone \(j\).

### Table 2

Statistics of travel durations of non-motorized transit access trips.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trip duration (min)</th>
<th>Home ends</th>
<th>Activity ends</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>Bicycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>8.58</td>
<td>6.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>8.28</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85th</td>
<td>13.95</td>
<td>11.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>19.47</td>
<td>19.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Distribution of travel distance of non-motorized transit access trips.
Table 3
Statistics of transit catchment areas by transit access modes at home and activity ends.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistical results</th>
<th>Catchment area (mile$^2$)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Home ends</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Activity ends</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>Bicycling</td>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>Bicycling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>225.42</td>
<td>398.61</td>
<td>171.59</td>
<td>381.29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Analysis

4.1. Area covered by transit service

Based on current transportation network and existing pedestrian and bicycle facilities in Cincinnati metropolitan area, transit service coverage areas for residential and employment are calculated using the 85th percentile distance at home and activity ends, respectively. Table 3 shows statistical features of calculated transit catchment areas that are accessed by walking and bicycling. At home ends, the total and average transit coverage areas via bicycle connections are about 1.7 and 2.2 times of the areas accessed by walking at home and activity ends, accordingly. It is clear that bicycle provides a larger coverage than walking due to its advantage to connect the first and last miles. On the other hand, the standard deviations show that variation of the catchment area size by bicycle is much larger than that by walking. This is primarily because of the disparity between the connectivity and quality of bicycle access to transit around bus stops. People in areas surrounding transit stops that lack on-street bike facilities or preferred roadways (e.g. low-traffic-volume streets) tend to travel shorter to access transit. The non-motorized infrastructure plays an important role in encouraging pedestrian and bicycle trips, and investments in non-motorized travel environment would improve non-motorized accessibility and increase transit ridership.

Table 4 presents the geographic size of each area type in the study area and the percentage of area covered by transit service in each area. Results show that the CBD and urban areas are well covered by transit service either by pedestrian or bicycle connections, while the suburban and rural areas are comparatively underserved. The estimated transit catchment areas at home and activity ends serve as a basis for calculating the number of households and employment within transit service coverage accordingly.

4.2. Households and employment covered by transit service

Using the census data in the year of 2010 and projected social-demographic data in 2040 by OKI, along with estimated transit catchment areas, the number of households and employment with accessible transit service through walking and bicycling in Cincinnati metropolitan area is presented in Table 5. Similar to the population, in 2010, most of the households in the CBD and urban areas are able to access transit either by walking or bicycling. The suburbs, where over 50% of the total jobs in the study area situated, only around 25.32% of the jobs can access transit by walking. Though the coverage percentage can be increased to 55.95% if using bicycling, more efforts are still required to promote non-motorized access to transit. Alike the population projection, there is a predicted decentralization trend in employment by 2040. Following this trend, the total number of jobs covered by transit is expected to be decreased by 1.2% and 1.1% for walking and bicycling access modes respectively.

4.3. Disadvantaged groups covered by transit service

OKI has defined five categories of the disadvantaged population including disabled, elderly, minority, poverty, and zero-car, in accordance with federal and state Environmental Justice (EJ) guidelines. Table 7 enlist the average population of disadvantaged groups from 2009 to 2013 by area type. In total, 42.72% and 48.76% of the total disadvantaged population live in urban and suburban areas respectively. For each disadvantaged group, about 86–94% of them are in the urban and suburban areas. There is a great need for providing basic transit amenities and convenient non-motorized connections to disadvantaged groups in those two areas.

Fig. 6 shows the percentage of the disadvantaged population that can access transit via walking and bicycling by area type in Cincinnati metropolitan area. For all area types, the bicycle provides a larger coverage of accessible transit service than walking. Comparing among Fig. 6(a–d), the transit coverages in suburban and rural areas are lower than those in CBD and urban areas. Fig. 6(c) shows that on average 27.14% of the disadvantaged population can access transit by walking and 50.96% of them are covered if riding a bicycle. As over half of the disadvantaged population live in suburbs, providing more accessible transit service to these groups in suburbs is of great benefit to improving EJ and sustainable transportation.

5. Discussion

5.1. Improving bicycle and pedestrian environments

Improving the bicycle and pedestrian environments is a desirable method for enhancing the non-motorized transit access and promoting transit ridership. The introduction of bikeways and sidewalks to the auto-dominant or auto-dependent streetscapes, complete with street furniture, landscaping, pedestrian-scaled lighting, and other features, makes roadways more inviting for people to travel by bicycle or on foot.
The predominant approach for integrating bicycle and transit in the U.S. is to bring a bicycle on board transit vehicles. In addition, the bicycling and walking infrastructure is much less expensive to install bike racks at transit stops and on buses. Traditional docked public bike systems, e.g. Cincinnati Red Bike, provide a variety of cages, and storage rooms, for long-term parking (usually four or more hours), and bicycle racks for short-term parking should be provided for children, female, and elders. Facilities, including lockers, bicycle cages, and storage rooms, for long-term parking should be provided with safe, direct, and comfortable bicycle access to transit stops. In the land use and transportation planning, connecting TOD. TOD involves very well the number of population and jobs within transit catchment areas. A common consideration is that the larger the catchment area is and the denser the population and jobs are, the higher the transit travel potential is (Andersen and Landex, 2008). The more people residing and/or employed around transit stations, the greater the probability that the service will be used.

With the 2010 and projected 2040 social-demographic data in Cincinnati metropolitan area, the improvement in transit service coverage from the TOD is discussed here. The density elasticity of households/employment covered by transit service is used to measure responses in transit service coverage to changes in households/employment densities of transit catchment areas. Table 8 illustrates the results of elasticities. For example, a value 0.22 of the density elasticity of households indicates that 1% increase in the household density of pedestrian-transit catchment areas results in 0.22% increase in the total number of households covered by transit. Using bicycle-transit catchment areas as TOD zoning units allows more population, especially families with no cars, to access a wider variety of services and opportunities by transit. In the land use and transportation planning, connecting jobs, schools, and services with communities through transit, accompanied with safe, direct, and comfortable bicycle access to transit at communities and other activity ends, would increase the safety and number of bicycle-transit trips.

5.3. Promoting bicycle-based transit-oriented development

Studies have shown that land use significantly impacts traffic mobility and an effective approach to reduce vehicle travel is through land use planning (Banister, 1997; Newman and Kenworthy, 2006; Wei et al., 2017). Transit-oriented development (TOD) is a strategy that attracts more people and jobs situate within walking or bicycling distance to transit to promote transit ridership and mobility. Planners and researchers use transit catchment areas as geographic units for designing TOD. TOD involves very well the number of population and jobs within transit catchment areas. A common consideration is that the larger the catchment area is and the denser the population and jobs are, the higher the travel potential is (Andersen and Landex, 2008). The more people residing and/or employed around transit stations, the greater the probability that the service will be used.

Table 5
Households covered by transit service in Cincinnati metropolitan area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area type</th>
<th>Number of households (2010)</th>
<th>Percentage of households covered by transit service (2040)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBD</td>
<td>2523</td>
<td>89.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>222,540</td>
<td>83.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>465,661</td>
<td>24.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>94,053</td>
<td>1.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>784,777</td>
<td>40.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBD</td>
<td>4063</td>
<td>88.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>225,136</td>
<td>45.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>519,513</td>
<td>3.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>147,061</td>
<td>52.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>895,773</td>
<td>36.44%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6
Number of employment covered by transit service in Cincinnati metropolitan area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area type</th>
<th>Number of jobs (2010)</th>
<th>Percentage of jobs covered by transit service (2040)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBD</td>
<td>67,774</td>
<td>82.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>289,485</td>
<td>71.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>570,718</td>
<td>25.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>41,954</td>
<td>1.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>969,931</td>
<td>42.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBD</td>
<td>73,882</td>
<td>82.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>301,937</td>
<td>71.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>640,874</td>
<td>24.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>49,354</td>
<td>1.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,066,047</td>
<td>41.30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7
Disadvantaged population in Cincinnati metropolitan area by area type (unit: persons).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area type</th>
<th>Population by group</th>
<th>Disabled</th>
<th>Elderly</th>
<th>Minority</th>
<th>Poverty</th>
<th>Zero-car</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBD</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>1488</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>523</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>48,489</td>
<td>59,185</td>
<td>196,439</td>
<td>132,022</td>
<td>39,662</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>68,409</td>
<td>154,994</td>
<td>183,279</td>
<td>115,654</td>
<td>20,776</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>17,739</td>
<td>35,589</td>
<td>12,711</td>
<td>22,414</td>
<td>3275</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>94,053</td>
<td>147,061</td>
<td>196,439</td>
<td>132,022</td>
<td>39,662</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Integrating bicycle and transit

Efforts to facilitate integrating bicycle and transit modes are found to be able to enlarge the catchment area for transit (Flamm and Rivasplata, 2014). The predominant approach for integrating bicycle and transit in the U.S. is to bring a bicycle on board transit vehicles. In 2015, about 77% of new U.S. buses were equipped with exterior bicycle racks, up from 32% in 2001 (Neff and Dickens, 2017). Compared with the costs of increasing buses, rail cars, and automobile facilities, it is less expensive to install bike racks at transit stops and on buses.

Bicycle racks have been popular with passengers, but they frequently run up against capacity constraints, typically two or three bicycles on a bus's front rack (Krizek et al., 2011). An alternative to bringing a bike on board transit vehicles is bike-sharing programs. Bike sharing programs have been viewed as ways to solve the first and last mile problem and to connect passengers to public transit networks. Traditional docked public bike systems, e.g. Cincinnati Red Bike, provide free or affordable access to bicycles for short-distance trips in an urban area. However, with limits on the number of places where bicycles can be rented or returned, the service can hardly fulfill door-to-door needs. This problem can be solved with the emerging dock-less bike-sharing programs, such as Mobike and Ofo in China, Bluegogo and Spin in U.S. The dock-less bike sharing provides flexible connections between origins/destinations and transit service, thus allowing a shared door-to-door mobility for many utilitarian trips.
people who need to tote kids around, providing a kid's seat on bikes may be a possible solution to expand the use of bicycle and enhance bicycle-transit integration. A kid-friendly bike sharing providing tiny bikes and helmets for toddlers, e.g. Vélib in Paris, French, allows kids to ride with families and encourage more kids to bicycle. By introducing the very young generation to the green transportation, it's beneficial to preparing for the future of a more sustainable society.

Fig. 6. Percentage of disadvantaged population covered by transit service in different areas.

Fig. 7. Streets within transit coverage area before (a) and after (b) bicycle lane were introduced.
6. Conclusion and future research

In the paper, a method using GPS trip data to measure the transit system coverage is presented. This method is able to identify transit coverage area and measure the population and employment with accessible transit service via non-motorized transportation. The results can further be used as a reference to spot underserve areas by transit and estimate the transit demand for planning purposes. Several conclusions and findings can be drawn from the paper:

1) People from further distance areas are able to reach transit service if using bicycles than walking, and they are willing to travel longer distance to transit at home ends than activity ends. In the Cincinnati metropolitan area, at home ends, the spatial boundaries of transit catchment areas are 0.59 mile for pedestrians and 1.59 miles for bicyclists; at activity ends, the distance thresholds are 0.34 mile for walking and 1.34 mile for bicycling. The average size of bicycle-transit catchment areas is about 1.7 and 2.2 times of the average size of pedestrian-transit catchment area at home and activity ends, accordingly. Correspondingly, more households and employment can reach transit service accessing by bicycling than walking (52.45% vs. 36.72% for households, 47.82% vs. 33.07% for employment).

2) Instead of focusing on dense areas, agencies would benefit more by promoting integrated non-motorized and transit environment in suburban and low-density areas. The suburban area where over half of the households and jobs situate is underserved as only about 25% of households and 22% of the jobs are within a walkable distance to access transit. The percentages of both households and bicycle covered can be improved by > 20% if passengers bike to transit stops instead of walk. Similarly, the coverage of the disadvantaged population in suburbs can be improved from 27.14% % to 50.96% if using a bicycle.

3) A safer and convenient pedestrian and bicycle environment can improve non-motorized connectivity to transit, and thereby expanding transit catchment areas. TODs encourage more households and employment to locate near transit service. Using bicycle-transit catchment areas as the geographic units of TOD zoning to promote bicycle-based TOD, allows more population, especially families with one less car or no cars, with access to a wider variety of services and opportunities by transit.

In the future research, route choices of non-motorized trips can be further investigated to reveal pedestrians’ and bicyclists’ route preferences on-road facility type and quality, which helps to provide a more accurate measure of transit catchment areas. On the other hand, the approach to identify transit catchment areas can be applied in the calculation of transit accessibility.
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